In this paper, we consider the setting of multiplicative metric spaces to establish results regarding the common fixed points of four mappings, using a contraction condition defined by means of a comparison function. Also, we provide illustrative examples in support of our new results. The results obtained in this paper extend and improve some well-known comparable results in the literature due to He et al. (Fixed Point Theory and Appl. 2013:48, 2013).
Introduction and preliminaries
The existence and uniqueness of fixed and common fixed point theorems of mappings has been a subject of great interest since Banach [] proved the Banach contraction principle in . In the past years, many authors generalized the Banach contraction principle in various spaces such as quasi-metric spaces, fuzzy metric spaces, -metric spaces, cone metric spaces, partial metric spaces and generalized metric spaces (see, for instance, [-] and the references therein). In , Bashirov et al. [] introduced the notion of multiplicative metric spaces, and studied the concept of multiplicative calculus and proved the fundamental theorem of multiplicative calculus. In , Florack and Assen [] displayed the use of the concept of multiplicative calculus in biomedical image analysis. In , Bashirov et al. [] exploit the efficiency of multiplicative calculus over the Newtonian calculus. They demonstrated that the multiplicative differential equations are more suitable than the ordinary differential equations in investigating some problems in various fields. Furthermore, Bashirov et al. [] illustrated the usefulness of multiplicative calculus with some interesting applications. With the help of multiplicative absolute value function, they defined the multiplicative distance between two nonnegative real numbers as well as between two positive square matrices. This provides the basis for multiplicative metric spaces. In , Özavşar and Çevikel [] investigate multiplicative metric spaces by remarking its topological properties, and introduced concept of multiplicative contraction mapping and proved some fixed point theorems of multiplicative contraction mappings on multiplicative spaces. Recently, He et al. [] proved a common fixed point theorems for four self-mappings in multiplicative metric space. Very recently, Abbas et ai. [] proved some common fixed point results of quasi-weak commutative mappings on a closed ball in the framework of multiplicative metric spaces. At the same time, they also studied the sufficient conditions for the existence of a common solution of multiplicative boundary value problem. Kang et al. [] introduced the notions of compatible mappings and its variants in multiplicative metric spaces, and proved some common fixed point theorems for these mappings.
Now, we present some necessary definitions and results in multiplicative metric spaces, which will be needed in the sequel.
Proposition . []
Let (X, d X ) be a multiplicative metric space, {x n } and {y n } be two sequences in X such that x n → x, y n → y (n → ∞), x, y ∈ X. Then
Definition . The self-maps f and g of a set X are called commutative if fgx = gfx for all x ∈ X. Definition . Suppose that f , g are two self-mappings of a multiplicative metric space (X, d 
Main results
We start our work by introducing the following two concepts. Definition . The self-maps f and g of a multiplicative metric space (X, d) are said to be compatible if lim n→∞ d(fgx n , gfx n ) = , whenever {x n } is a sequence in X such that lim n→∞ fx n = lim n→∞ gx n = t, for some t ∈ X. Definition . Suppose that f and g are two self-maps of a multiplicative metric space
Remark . Commutative mappings must be weak commutative mappings, weak commutative mappings must be compatible, compatible mappings must be weakly compatible, but the converse is not true.
Example . Let X = R and (X, d) be a multiplicative metric space defined by d(x, y) = e |x-y| for all x, y in X. Let f and g be two self-mappings defined by
Thus f and g are compatible. Note that
so the pair (f , g) is not weakly commuting.
) be a multiplicative metric space defined by d(x, y) = e |x-y| for all x, y in X. Let f and g be two self-mappings defined by
By the definition of the mappings of f and g, only for x = , fx = gx = , at this time fgx = gfx = , so we see the pair (f , g) is weakly compatible. 
From now on, unless otherwise stated, we choose φ ∈ .
Theorem . Let (X, d) be a complete multiplicative metric space, S, T, A, and B be four mappings of X into itself. Suppose that there exists λ ∈ (,   ) such that S(X) ⊂ B(X), T(X) ⊂ A(X), and
for all x, y ∈ X. Assume one of the following conditions is satisfied:
continuous, the pair (S, A) is compatible and the pair (T, B) is weakly compatible; (b) either B or T is continuous, the pair (T, B) is compatible and the pair (S, A) is weakly compatible. Then S, T, A, and B have a unique common fixed point.
Proof Let x  ∈ X. Since S(X) ⊂ B(X) and T(X) ⊂ A(X), there exist x  , x  ∈ X such that y  = Sx  = Bx  and y  = Tx  = Ax  . By induction, there exist sequences {x n } and {y n } in X such that
for all n = , , , . . . . Next, we prove that {y n } is a multiplicative Cauchy sequence in X. In fact, ∀n ∈ N, from (.), (.), and the property of ψ we have
This implies that
Similarly, using (.), (.), and the property of ψ, we have
It follows from (.) and (.) that, for all n ∈ N, we have
Therefore, for all n, m ∈ N, n < m, by the multiplicative triangle inequality we obtain
Hence {y n } is a multiplicative Cauchy sequence in X. By the completeness of X, there exists z ∈ X such that y n → z (n → ∞). 
Taking n → ∞ on the two sides of the above inequality, using (.) and the property of ψ, we get
This means that d(Az, z) = , that is, Az = z. Again applying (.) and (.), we obtain
Letting n → ∞ on both sides in the above inequality, using Az = z, (.), and the property of ψ, we can obtain
On the other hand, since z = Sz ∈ SX ⊂ BX, there exists z * ∈ X such that z = Sz = Bz * .
By using (.), z = Sz = Az = Bz * , and the property of ψ, we can obtain
This implies that d(z, Tz * ) = , and so Tz * = z = Bz * . Since the pair (T, B) is weakly compatible, we have
Now we prove that Tz = z. From (.) and the property of ψ, we have
This implies that d(z, Tz) = , so z = Tz.
Therefore, we obtain z = Sz = Az = Tz = Bz, so z is a common fixed point of Taking n → ∞ on the two sides of the above inequality, using (.) and the property of ψ, we can get
This means that d(Sz, z) = , this is
Letting n → ∞, using z = Sz = Bz * and the property of ψ, we can obtain
This implies that d(z, Tz * ) = , and so Tz * = z = Bz * . Since the pair (T, B) is weakly compatible, we obtain
So Tz = Bz. By (.) and the property of ψ, we have
Taking n → ∞ on the two sides of the above inequality, using Bz = Tz and the property of ψ, we can get
On the other hand, since z = Tz ∈ TX ⊂ AX, there exists z * * ∈ X such that z = Tz = Az * * .
By (.), using Tz = Bz = z and the property of ψ, we can obtain
This implies that d(Sz * * , z) = , and so Sz * * = z = Az * * .
Since the pair (S, A) is compatible,
So Az = Sz. Hence z = Sz = Az = Tz = Bz. Next, we prove that S, T, A, and B have a unique common fixed point. Suppose that w ∈ X is also a common fixed point of S, T, A and B, then
This implies that d(z, w) = , and so w = z. Therefore, z is a unique common fixed point of S, T, A, and B. Finally, if condition (b) holds, then the argument is similar to that above, so we delete it. This completes the proof. 
Note that S is multiplicative continuous in X, and T, A, and B are not multiplicative continuous mappings in X.
(
i) Clearly we can get S(X) ⊂ B(X) and T(X) ⊂ A(X).
(ii) By the definition of the mappings of S and A, only for {x n } ⊂ (, ), we have
At this time 
. For this, we consider the following cases: Thus we have Hence we have Hence we have ) and p, q ∈ Z + such that S(X) ⊂
B(X), T(X) ⊂ A(X), and
for all x, y ∈ X. Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
Proof From S(X) ⊂ B(X), T(X) ⊂ A(X) we have
Since the pairs (S, A) and (T, B) are commutative mappings,
That 
